ABSTRACT. A cluster algorithm using angular correlations and leading particle effects is presented which is applicable to the study of jets produced in high energy storage ring collisions. The algorithm uses the concept of a minimal spanning tree and is computationally very efficient.
Introduction
With the advent of high energy storage rings, the study of hadronic jets has become increasingly more important. Jets are the hadronic manifestation of hrgh energy quarks and gluons which are produced in the storage ring collisions.
The higher the quark and gluon energies the more faithfully the resulting hadrons follow the produced constituent direction, producing cone-like particle patterns (jets). Among the more interesting examples of jet production are:
(a) high transverse momentum quark jets in pp collisions at the ISR; (b) the anticipated production of many (26) jets at the high energy pp colliders; (c) the production of two collinear jets via one photon exchange in e?e-storage rings and the extension to three (and four) jet events at PEP and PETRA energies; (d) the production in e+e-collisions of two non-collinear hadron jets via the two photon process; and (e) the production of three gluon jets in the decay of resonances which are bounds states of heavy quark-antiquark pairs (T).
The majority of the jet pattern recognition algorithms currently employed are not sufficiently general in their approach to handle all the different jet "geometries" which are manifested in examples (a)-(e). This paper presents a method which searches directly for the particle direction correlations (clusters) and classifies events by their cluster content. As the method is described it will become clear that it has broad applicability and is largely independent of the "geometry" of the produced jets.
The example of three jet events in e+e-storage ring collisions will be used to illustrate the power of the cluster method. At sufficiently high energies (ECM 2 8 GeV) continuum hadronic events exhibit clear two jet structure; the jets arising from the hadronization of the quark and antiquark.
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) predicts unambiguously that, at sufficiently high constituent energies, gluons are radiated by the quarks and antiquarks. These gluons can have large fractional energies and will themselves materialize as hadron jets. QCD also predicts that heavy quarkonium resonances (e.g., the T)
should decay to hadrons via three gluons which will result in three n -3-hadronic jets. Experimental verification of three jet events thus becomes a crucial test of QCD.
One of the objectives of the cluster approach is to avoid biasing the pattern recognition procedure in favor of the predicted jet properties. In this way the algorithm will have general applicability and furthermore kinematic tests performed with the clusters will be more meaningful. The two most widely used algorithms for the study of gluon jets at the T resonance Cl] and quark- 
where f3 ij is the angle between the two particles. The factor 8 ij' which is the geodesic distance between the two particles i and j as evaluated on the unit sphere, ensures that particles correlated in direction will have small interparticle distances.
The function Wij i, j (P P ) is a weight derived from the magni- 
This weighting function emphasizes leading particle effects in the clusters; the consequences of these effects are discussed later.
It is important to realize that for the metric discussed above, a planar representation of the nodes which preserves the lengths of the edge distances (as in Fig. 1 If they are bridging and the ratio of the edge distance to the median is greater than the parameter R2 (R2 = Rl) the neighbor is split off and becomes the possible generator of a new cluster. This procedure is continued until every node has been interrogated. To make this procedure more lucid let us consider the MST in Fig. l 
(b).
The bridging edges are cd, de, ef, ek, km and mn of which the longest is de. The distance de is much larger than the median (lm) so we "break" the tree by removing the edge de. Now according to our prescription, we start at node d and investigate its neighbors. Since cd is a bridging edge we must ask the question, "DO we want to 'break' the tree by removing the edge cd?" Since the distance cd is comparable to the median, the answer is rrN~,r' and c and d form the beginnings of a cluster. The nodes a and b are nonbridging neighbors of c and are therefore added to the cluster spanned by c and d. All the nodes in the first subtree have been interrogated, so the same procedure is applied to the subtree containing the node e. The nodes f, g, h and j are all associated with e and form the second cluster. The distance ek is much larger than the median (i.e., is inconsistent) and so the edge ek is removed and the search for a third cluster, generated by the node k, is begun. The edges km, and mn are comparable in length to the median and ml and np are nonbridging neighbors, so the nodes k, 1, m, n and p form a cluster.
The three clusters generated by the algorithm are shown in Fig. l 
(c).
We now leave the example and return to the description of the algorithm.
Each cluster is assigned a momentum which is the vector sum of the momenta of the particles which span the cluster. All clusters are tested against a set of minimal requirements and those which fail are deleted from the cluster list.
Clusters must have a momentum greater than Pmin and contain at least Tmin particles. When a cluster(s) is deleted from the cluster list, the particles which spanned it are added to the cluster to which they are "closest". The criteria for "closeness" is simply the angle between the particle direction and the cluster axis as defined by its momentum. As each new particle is added to the cluster, the cluster momentum components are suitably augmented.
For the results presented below the order in which these particles are added is of no consequence.
RI, R2, Tmin and Pmin are parameters which can be chosen by the user. The values used for the results presented in the next section are typically Rl = 2, R2 = 1.5, Tmin = 2 and Pmin = 3.0 GeV/c. It should be emphasized that in the cluster search no absolute distance cuts are made; instead ratios between distances, local to each event, are used. This has the advantage of avoiding an absolute distance scale, which corresponds roughly to a scale in angle.
Results
The MST cluster finding algorithm was developed with events generated by the Figure 2 shows the cluster frequency distribution for the three models.
The distribution for theevents is shown separately from the q<g + qqgg events for reasons which will become apparent later. First let us consider using the MST cluster method to study the ggg events. The frequency distribution obtained by the MST cluster analysis for phase space (2(a)) is markedly different than that of the ggg events (2(b))and, given real data, there would be no problem distinguishing between these two models.
The algorithm assigns 52% of the ggg events to the three jet topology and the remainder to the two jet topology. The events which are found to have two clusters are typically those in which the angle between two of the gluons is small (5.40'). In this case the two jets overlap and reliable separation is difficult. The question arises as to how well the cluster parameters of the three cluster events agree with the generated gluon parameters. Each cluster is correlated with one of the produced gluons using the angle between the cluster momentum and the gluon momenta. After the assignment of each of the three clusters has been made to the three gluons, the difference between the generated gluon direction and the
This distribution is shown in Fig. 3 . Similarly, Fig. 4 contrasts the reconstructed cluster energy and the generated gluon energy.
Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate that the algorithm is assigning particles to jets in good agreement with the hadronization process.
One can thus conclude that the MST cluster algorithm would have good efficiency for studying the three gluon final state of abound state in the energy r-ion of 30 GeV. The gluon hadronic fragments are well reproduced by the algorithm, which would allow for a meaningful study of the fragmentation process.
As a check on the correctness of the n-jet assignment, Lanius II61 has generalized the notion of triplicity defining the n-ticity as:
If the cluster assignment, n, for an event is correct, the n-ticity should be large (20.8).
This measure provides information in addition to the cluster frequency distribution for distinguishing between different physics models. As an example, Fig. 5 contrasts the 3-plicity distributions for the three cluster phase space events and the three cluster ggg events. A cut at 3-plicity of 0.86 loses virtually no ggg events, but eliminates 92% of the phase space events.
One obtains a similar phase space rejection for the two jet events using 2-plicity.
We now turn our attention to the more difficult problem of demonstrating that the three jet topology exists in 30 GeV hadronic events produced in e+e-collisions. The main issue pertaining to QCD is to distinguish between a model which has only qi events as opposed to one which has in addition gluon bremsstrahlung and hence q:g + qqgg events. It is for this reason that the components qi and qig + qqgg have been separated in Fig. 2. (In order to get the total physics picture, one must sum the distributions in Fig. 2 However, even for the lowest energy jet (usually the gluon) the jet direction is satisfactorily defined with 90% of the clusters being within 20' of the produced jet C141. Figure 7 shows the correlation between the generated jet energy and the found cluster energy. One may conclude that the MST cluster algorithm is a viable method for the study of both two and three jet events produced in high energy e+e-collisions. In particular the three jet events arising from gluon bremsstrahlung can be studied with little contamination from q4 events. The good agreement between the cluster and generated jet energies and angles allow for the reliable study of the jet fragmentation properties.
The 3-plicity distribution for the three cluster events is almost identical to that for the ggg events and 3-plicity is therefore a good discriminator for different physics models. The same conclusion is true for the 2-plicity. It should be noted that this algorithm also finds four jet events which arise from the qqgg events.
-ll-
In the examples given above a perfect detector was assumed and all the generated stable particles were used in the cluster search. From the point of view of the total hadronic physics picture the algorithm would classify 66% of the hadronic events as two cluster events and 6% as three cluster events.
The agreement in direction between the three produced jets and the three found clusters is shown in Fig. 8 . Naturally they are not as good as for the ideal detector, but quite satisfactory for studying the properties of three jet events. Hence both two and three jet physics is possible, the three jet topology being relatively free ( 210%) ofcontamination.
Discussion
One of the goals in designing this jet finding algorithm was to keep it as general as possible so that it could be applied to many different physics topologies. The idea was not to tailor the algorithm to the needs of one particular physics application, thereby incorporating the physics of the specific problem, but rather to use the most general physical properties common to jets as they are manifested in different physics regimes. In large part this has been achieved. The properties exploited by the algorithm are the direction correlation of particles in a jet and to a lesser extent the effects of leading particles. In essence these are the two properties which define the notion of a jet and it therefore seems appropriate to incorporate them. Physics models of-jet fragmentation may differ greatly but they all embody leading particle effects because these are kinematic rather than dynamic. The leading particle bias enters via the weighting function w. = PT1 which has the effect of J J clustering low momentum particles around the leading particles. This weighting function has the advantage of optimising the algorithm's CPU time because the MST's have fewer bridging edges than those generated using, for example, w.=l. J However the choice of weight wj =PT1 is not crucial to the success of the MST J algorithm and "softer" momentum weighting, like the extreme weight wj = 1, yields results which are similar (but somewhat worse) in quality and efficien--1 cy to those for the weight wj =P. . 3 Another possible source of bias arises from the fact that the pattern recognition has been optimised using specific Monte Carlo physics models. The conclusions presented in the previous section are not sensitive to changes as large as 50% in the parameters R1 and R2. Tmin has been set to its minimum ._ value of two. A consequence of the MST algorithm is that it cannot find single particle clusters.
The results are sensitive, however, to the choice of the minimum cluster momentum (Pmin>. Pmin has been chosen to be large which gives stable and reliable results at the cost of three jet efficiency. However lowering this cut implies studying jets which are in general close to other jets.
This makes it difficult to define with confidence the energy and direction of the two overlapping jets. In this paper three cluster efficiency has always been sacrificed so as to keep the quality of the cluster parameters high and the physics conclusions as unambiguous as possible. In the case of gluon bremsstrahlung it is easy to double the efficiency for classifying qig + qigg events as three clusters by lowering Pmin to -2 GeV/c. The price paid is that many more (-25%) three cluster events result from the qi process. For some tests of QCD this might be acceptable. The more stringent and less efficient route has been chosen in this paper so as to demonstrate how the MST algorithm could be used to distinguish between a pure q; production process and one which included in addition gluon bremsstrahlung. a It should be emphasized that the cluster number acts as a single event measure, like sphericity or thrust, by which to generate a distribution for comparison with physics models. The cluster number frequency (cf., Fig. 2) can be used to distinguish between different physics models in the same sense that sphericity (thrust) was first used at SPEAR (PETRA) to infer the existence of quark (gluon) Lett. 2, 1581 Lett. 2, (1978 ) which involve the use of "event shape" parameters and which have broad applicability. We will not discuss these methods here because we are interested in going beyond the "shape" parameter analysis to the full reconstruction of the hadronic jets.
There are at least two other cluster finding efforts in the process of C. T. Zahn, IEEE Trans. Computers, Vol. C-20, 1, 68 (1971) The terms "bridging" and "nonbridging" are not used by statisticians, but were coined by the author for this paper.
The algorithm for finding the MST was originally presented by R. C. Prim, Bell Systems Tech. Jour. 36, 1389 (1957 
averaged along the diagonal of Fig. 7 is 11%. 
